To,

The Principals,
Pharmacy Affiliated Colleges to RGUHS.

Respected Sir/Madam,


Ref: Earlier RGUHS letter dated-01/10/2019.

With reference to the above cited matter, you have been already instructed to submit application for allotment of Theory Centre in requisite format. It has been noted that, only few colleges are in contact with our technical team for implementing web-streaming in the colleges.

Hence, it is hereby inform you that, web-streaming is mandatory and colleges who comply with the University laid down specification for web-streaming and peripheral scanning to only those, theory centre will be allotted.

Your co-operation in this matter is solicited.

Dr.K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar Evaluation

Copy to:
1. PA to Vice-Chancellor/Registrar(Evaluation)/Finance Officer,
2. Office Copy.